
Sinuous, elegant and re�ned: the Navetta 68. The Absolute Vision

is one of a kind sea creature able to capture the eyes of the most

demanding and passionate navigators on the planet.

An absolute comfort reigns in indoor and outdoor spaces

dedicated to the conviviality, in a framework of precious and

elegant materials, according to the unique Made in Italy style.

Versatility and functionality are further enhanced by the presence of 6 sliding doors and a large storage compartment. The main deck is characterized by brightness,

elegance and �exibility of use.

Ready For Adventure

The �ybridge is equipped with a hard top with dimensions similar to the ones of the megayachts that

can cover the entire dining and piloting area. On the lower deck there's four large cabins. The master

cabin raised above the �oating level, the VIP cabin and two cabins with single beds.

Maximum Comfort & Style

Just think of the entrance door to the salon with an electric sliding window or an electric sliding glass

that gives better privacy to the kitchen and living room.

Even the raised driving helm has a dividing wall with electric high and down mechanism and has been

designed to o�er the maximum comfort and the best visibility.

Nothing is left to chance in the Navetta 68, not even the engine room impeccably organized in order to allow easy operation and maintenance of the components.

Thanks to Absolute all this is no longer just a vision, but a real living experience aboard the Navetta 68.

Some Of Our Other Fantastic Yachts

Absolute 48 Coupe (2024)

Sporty lines for a layout devoted to comfort and highly

versatile: Absolute 48 Coupé stands out for her bold...

Price On Request

Alva Ocean Eco 60 (2024)

The Ocean Eco 60 is an innovation packed solar assisted

electric long-range cruiser that will perfectly suit...

Price On Request

Gran Azur Classic 33 (2007 Re�t 2023)

The Grand Azur Classic 33 is simply di�erent. It is a

classic lines cruise. Its traditional lines give it a...

€240,000

P R I C E  ON  R E QUE S T

Absolute Navetta 68 For Sale

16 8 4

Absolute Navetta 68 Price On Request
16 8 4

Technical

Manufacturer Absolute Model Navetta 68

Model Year 2024 Length 21

Beam 5.63 Draft 1.75

Engines 2 × D13-IPS1200 (2×662 KW) Fuel 3500L

Wc 4 Flag TBC

Double Cabins 4 Total Cabins 4

Fresh Water 910L

E X C LU S I V E E X C LU S I V E E X C LU S I V E

Please contact your agent for further information!

https://www.elegantyachtscharter.com/yacht-sales-mallorca/absolute-48-coupe-2024/
https://www.elegantyachtscharter.com/yacht-sales-mallorca/alva-ocean-eco-60-2024/
https://www.elegantyachtscharter.com/yacht-sales-mallorca/gran-azur-classic-33/

